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Abstract
Introduction. The study sought to assess bone mineral content (BMC) and bone mineral density (BMD) in men with different
levels of physical activity during the period of reaching peak bone mass. Material and methods. The research included wrestlers (n = 31) and students of the University of Physical Education (n = 88) aged 18-24. The state of the bone tissue was assessed
with the use of the bone densitometry (DEXA) method (lumbar spine L2-L4). Data concerning the physical activity levels and
nutritional behaviours of the study participants were gathered in a diagnostic survey carried out using a specially prepared questionnaire. Results. The analysis of the results revealed that as there were no statistically significant differences in nutritional
behaviours between men from particular groups, physical activity proved to be the factor which significantly differentiated the
groups under investigation in terms of their bone mass. The highest mean values of the bone parameters analysed were achieved
by the wrestlers, who demonstrated a high level of physical activity.
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Introduction
The majority of studies concerning bone mineral density
(BMD) carried out to date have involved women. The rate of
bone demineralisation is higher in women than in men, particularly after the menopausal period [1]. However, the studies conducted in recent years have revealed surprising findings regarding the number of bone fractures resulting from osteoporosis
in men. Epidemiological studies carried out in Canada revealed
that such fractures occurred in 27% of women and 26% of men.
In Europe, osteoporotic fractures happen every 30 seconds,
and their total number exceeds the number of heart attacks
or strokes. Osteoporosis is a disease of affluence which affects
nearly 3 million people in Poland, including 900,000 men. It
was concluded that fractures occurring in men constitute approximately 20-30% of bone fractures caused by this disease [2,
3]. Thus, the prevention of osteoporosis should start at an early
age both in women and men and should be mainly aimed at
reaching the highest possible peak bone mass (PBM) [4, 5].
PBM is the maximal mass that can be reached by bone tissue; it is the highest bone mass we attain in life. PBM is achieved
within the first years after the age of 20 is reached (between 20
and 30). It determines the possibility of osteoporosis in later
years of life, so the occurrence of this disease is more probable
in individuals who did not reach optimal bone mass in their period of growth [6].
After maximal bone mineral content (BMC) is reached at
the age of 30-35, bone mass starts to decrease, and the process
of removing minerals and collagen which are part of bone tissue
occurs faster than the creation of new bone tissue. In the case

of increased resorption, there is a risk of osteopenia leading to
osteoporosis. Therefore, it is highly significant for PBM to reach
an optimal level in the period when the skeleton is fully developed. Moreover, the risk of osteoporosis is connected not only
with the loss of bone mass, but also with the fact that the bones
did not reach optimal peak density, as in this case even a slight
loss of bone mass may lead to osteoporosis [7].
Whether or not an optimal level of peak bone mass is
reached depends on several factors. It is undoubtedly to a great
extent contingent on genetic factors. However, an equally significant role in reaching a high level of PBM is attributed to environmental factors, among which physical activity and diet are
seen as the most important [8, 9].
Physical activity and appropriate mechanical loading of the
skeleton at the early stages of life exert a significant influence
on the transformation of bone tissue and help to reach higher
peak bone mass, which, in turn, considerably reduces the risk of
osteoporosis in later life. In the case of adults, physical activity
mainly helps to maintain the previously reached level of bone
mass but it may also increase this level (albeit to a low extent,
i.e. 1-2%) [10].
In connection with the above facts, remembering equally
that osteoporosis does not initially give any characteristic clinical symptoms, early prevention is very important. This concerns
especially young people who, due to unfavourable civilisation
changes in lifestyle (mainly the lack of physical activity or low
physical activity and improper nutrition), are more and more
often at risk for this disease.
In light of the above, the study sought to assess bone mineral content (BMC) and bone mineral density (BMD) in men with
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